
Microsoft and 
the hybrid classroom 
Better together
See how Microsoft and XMA are unlocking better learning experiences



Unleash learning potential with Microsoft in Education 
Those of us who have worked in and around the education sector have certainly 
learned a lot over the past two years. We’ve learned the importance of adaptability 
and resilience, as well as just how critical the right technology is to learning outcomes.

For those educators who have moved to distance or hybrid learning for the first time, 
it’s been a big change. And change isn’t going to stop coming any time soon.

As the learning environment continues to evolve, Microsoft will be there to  
provide the tools educators need to engage, inspire and connect with students, 
wherever they may be. 1Technology Education Industry Report, 2020/21, Promethean

Offering safe, scalable, student-centric devices and software, Microsoft has already 
helped millions of teachers and learners stay connected and productive – and there’s 
more to come with the release of Windows 11.

XMA is here to deliver game-changing Microsoft devices and software. But not only that, 
we’re providing institutions with decades of education-specific expertise. We’ll help you 
implement the right technology, at the right time, in the right way. 

Over 80% of educators have identified 
technology as a great way to improve 
engagement in classrooms.1



In the words of Microsoft’s Wangui McKelvey, “PCs are more than word processors and app 
platforms. They are our window to the world.” At a time in which hybrid learning is the norm,  
this couldn’t be more true.

Microsoft devices feature advanced functionalities to support both in-class learning and remote 
learning – or a blend of the two. For example, your students and teachers could benefit from:

• Multi-touch and inking – Affordable 2-in-1, touch-screen devices work with Windows Ink  
to provide every student a virtual whiteboard

• Advanced security – All Windows devices feature built-in security to protect students and 
teachers from cyber threats

• Rugged design – Many Windows in Education devices have been designed specifically for  
use by hybrid students, tested to military standards to survive bumps, drops and spills

• All-day battery – Microsoft in Education devices can keep going, on and on, 
without a charge

A wide range of apps – from the collaboration essentials like Microsoft 
Teams, all the way to the gamified learning of Minecraft Education Edition 
– encourage students to stay engaged and in charge of their learning. 

Teachers will be satisfied with the ease of use offered by such apps. 
Windows is still the best choice for familiarity and user confidence.

Microsoft devices help institutions adapt to different learning styles and circumstances,  
at all times improving learning outcomes and teacher satisfaction. They’re also available  
at a range of price-points for all budget levels.

Here are just a few reasons why educators need Microsoft.

Everything educators need

1. Enables hybrid learning



2. Improving student  
confidence and collaboration
Giving young students and teachers confidence is just as important as providing 
them with technical skills or technology.

That’s why Microsoft in Education offers free educator resources to support 
professional development. If your teachers want to better support their 
students, take advantage of: 

• Free, tailored virtual sessions with certified trainers

• Asynchronous courses available in the Microsoft Educator Center

Build a better hybrid learning environment with Teams

Teachers can build virtual classrooms with Microsoft Teams for Education. It brings  
all kinds of learning together in one place, helping students, staff and teachers  
share resources, meet and create content.

New features in Windows 11
Windows 11 refreshes what we know and love about Windows. With a modernised, 
yet familiar user interface, it’s even easier to find apps and documents.

The new OS also offers tools to reduce distractions in hybrid learning settings – 
including smart cameras.

Teach and learn with Teams

• Organise classrooms and assignments

• Access insights and student engagement statistics for the school and classroom

• Use apps and integrations to reduce workloads

• Assign, track, and grade class assignments

• Share screens or presentations in real time

• Collaborate using a freeform, infinite digital canvas

• Make your voice heard without disrupting other students

• Get ASL visibility features, and Immersive Reader

• Create custom educational experiences with Teams and LMS integrations

• Blur your meeting background, choose a free image, or upload your own



3. Save teacher and staff time
Life as an educator is already busy enough. Teachers and staff don’t 
want to spend any extra time searching for documents or locating 
accessibility features.

Take advantage of the Office 365 suite and Microsoft OneNote to simplify the day-to-day.

Office 365: Office 365 works around you, wherever you choose to work. With familiar 
applications and always-accessible files, it makes teaching easy – via any device.

Office 365, depending on your needs, can even be free for your entire school.  
Use it to connect professionals and students and create the safe, collaborative learning 
environments your students need.

OneNote: It’s the ultimate digital notebook, giving users the ability to organise material 
easily and share it via any device, anywhere, at any time.

Students and teachers needn’t worry about device boundaries or losing crucial 
formatting in documents, either, thanks to OneNote’s reliable cloud features.

OneNote even brings notes to life through digital ink, so students and teachers can  
share notes, mark up assignments and get creative.

Save IT time, as well
Windows 11 is easy to deploy and manage – no different to Windows 10, but featuring 
a number of ease-of-use improvements. Familiar management tools, like Microsoft 
Endpoint Manager, will still be available, so there’ll be no lag in understanding.



4. Ensure safe learning
Windows 11 is a zero-trust operating system, secure 
by design from chip to cloud. The next generation of 
Microsoft devices promise to be the most secure ever,  
so students, parents, teachers and school IT staff can  
all rest assured that they’re protected. Key security 
features include:

• Hardware-based isolation

• Encryption

• Malware prevention turned on by default

• Passwordless access through Windows Hello 

Microsoft has also worked closely with its silicon  
partners to raise the security standards of chipsets, 
meaning that the devices are more secure and  
resilient from the very foundations.



XMA is your Microsoft in 
Education partner
If you’re looking to enhance student experiences and outcomes in  
the era of hybrid learning, you need XMA.

With over 30 years of expertise in delivering Microsoft solutions to educators 
across the country, we’re ready to provide all the learning technologies you 
need to transform the way you teach.

We take a consultative approach to defining your needs, always putting 
your goals at the forefront.

We’re here to help you Xceed. 

Get in touch today to start your Microsoft transformation.

Contact us

About XMA
• Trusted supplier by some of the UK’s largest Universities

• Dedicated ecommerce platforms designed specifically for education

• Compliant routes to purchase through all key higher education frameworks

• Bespoke coaching and mentoring with educators

• Award winning for our services into the public sector

mailto:education%40xma.co.uk?subject=


@WeareXMA XMALtd

Ready for 
eXtraordinary?
www.xma.co.uk

education@xma.co.uk

For more information, contact your local HP or XMA representative.
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Nottingham
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Glasgow
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Our quality, information security, environmental and IT 
service management systems are certified by ISOQAR,  
a UKAS accredited certification body, which demonstrates 
that XMA have achieved internationally recognised standards 
across our services, and consistently meet or exceed 
customer’s requirements.

Company Number: 2051703 (registered in England)  
VAT Registration Number: GB 371 8455 76
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